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Introduction

Tm ©nsrgy level structure of Ber from tho ground state to
epprojdratslF 3*5 Uev in excitation has ten subjected to intensive
investigation during the last decade*

a© energy level diagram

of Se^ shown Is figure I presents a sustaary of the knoaledge of'
the Be^ nucleus1

* 3

-,

Her ME be considered In this thesis*

S# and. 8^ are Mraw nuclot| hone© tho state of one; nucleus
shohM correspond in m one-to-one mrmsr to the state in ths other
nucleus* As seen from figure 1 the natural correlation would be to
assign the ground, 2*h3-Hev excited, and 3#0Mfev excited state of

Be^ to the ground, 2*37~Hsv excite, amt 2«834$w edited state of
# respectively* However, serious problems Immediately arise*

the

reduced widths of mirror states ar© expected to be ar^mteaisly
equal,

So ratio of the contcr-of-sass widths, n*s, for 3^ (2*37 Sfev)

and Be^ (2*1*3 Mrv) is greater ten 80*

fhe ratio of the

r*s

for

# (2*83 aw) and-Be^ <3*0ii Mm) is appresinataly 2* A value for
the reduced -width of a state can be detested from the 0*1, t-rldth
r of that state by considering tho penstebllitte of the partiolos
Involved in the decay of the state*

In order to account for this facte of 80, kmm®r9 Bpmmm
g
et al, mm forced to postulate a si^lo model for the taase-nins
1 F* Ari zenberg«3Glove and T* Lauritsen, icons? bevels of light
guotoi* 62,63,70,71?(1959)*

rTs. Spencer, G, 0* Phillips* and f* E, Xeung, Kuclear Ptersios 21*
310 (I960) *
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2
nuclei* this model consisted ©t a weakly interacting nucleon moving
about a Be® core* This mm was allowed to be in. either' the groom!
state, 0*, or tho first cssoited state, 2% of Be®* Sith this model
in. conjunction with the generalised densiiy-of^tates theory discussed
by Phillips ©t e|*®, til© largo disparity In tho f *e for B^ (2*3? Her)
ami 8©^ (2*b3 Her) ma explained by aestaoing teat if bote states
are ($/2)m in character, thou stecy am alusosi- purely of tec for©
Be®(2*) 4 P ware nucleon, and hare © fractional parentage coefficient
of less than 10“* for tee configuration 1©®(04) * F ware nucleon*1*2
For tee ease of tee 1# (2.83 MBT) and Be9 (3*0h ifev), two eon*
figurations were considered suitable a

(1) Be® (2*5 4 S wave nucleon,

or (2) Be®(O'*) 4 B wav© nucleon* the uncertainty in tee 0,1* width
of 8^ (2*83 Mm) was too 'large to permit a choice of ona of tee two
configurations *
the second major problem of ©©sparing ntopor states of assa*
cite nuclei is that there is ajmarently ms state- in to correlate
with tee l*?«f!@v anomaly in Be?# Since m state in 1ms been.
mm in this region, tec theory ©f airror nuclei would cay that
there should not fee a state in Be^ lit this energy region*. Thus
som other explanation of tee l»?<4!©v sifflmly in Bs^ isnst fee sought
that does not require tee an«3y to fee a Estate®*
In addition to tee above discrepan©y, all eKporimental data
to date hare shown the particle group- which corresponds to l*?«Mev in
3e^ excitation to hate a very a^aeteic step© when particle yield.
.ia plotted versus particle energy or isagnetie rigidity* Also most
3 0* 0, Phillips, ?• A* Griffy, and L* G. Biedensharn, Kuclcar
Physics J&, 32? (I960),

3
data have indicated that the lowest HkP capitation energy of this
©roup is approjclmtoly at the neutron tbrashkoM of B©^ (1*66? Mm
in esseitation energy).

The question of whether or not the 1*7-Kmr

aaosaly is a ’’state” in the usual sense had not been answered when this
thesis was undertaken*

However* Spencer et al*

2

suggested that the

anomaly eouM he mpMimi. in tees® of a spatial localisation of the
Be® and neutron for a Ms© large compared to the tine respired fee*
the emission of the photon* A brief survey of the work which has
been dona on the low energy edited states of Bs^ will be presented
hears#

,

•

One of the earlier articles^ presented a proton spectrum fro©
Bo^ for elastic and inelastic protons scattered at 90° from the in¬
cident boa® of ?.lt Her energy.

The data* plotted as proton yield

versus range in equivalent cm. of airs revealed the ground state and
an csesited state imported at t.57 K§v in Be^#
©totted states an asymmetric peak was observed*

Between the ground 'and
This peak* although

attributed to deutoron© from the reaction Be^(p,d)Bs® to the ground

g

state of Be

s

pmhably at least partially due to inelastic protons

corresponding to the l*?«4$ev anomaly in Be^»
Moak* Good* and Inasr* found five proton groups from the M?(Be35p)
Be^ inaction corresponding to the ©round state and first four ©to i ted
states of Be^«

The analysis was accomplished by means of a Kal

spectroitotor in conjunction with raeasureiaents of energy losses, suffered

h Bean 3* Cmrie* H* P. Ifeydthberg* and 0* 0* Phillips*- Physical Reviet-i
87, mh (15$2>*
]> C* B, lioafe* ¥* H« Good* and W. E. Kuna* Physical Review j*§* 13&3 (19£>li)»

by the particle. groups in hiurolaum absorbers. Oiss of th© groups
correspondsto ill© l.?*4!ey w»2y. Th© resolution la this ©spsr&taeai
• did not permit essus&naiion of the detailed structure of' the yield
of inelastic protons: versus the scattered energy# ‘
In order to improve resolution of the particle groups coiv
6
responding to th© escited states
and Xnglis - performed a iB&piaiie
analysis of the alpha-particles froa B^Cd,

)Be? with a deutoron

of 1.51 Ifev and scattering angles of $0°s 9(PS and 101°* the
ground am first throe excited states in

were observed* although

the 1.7-Moy -particle group w greater obscured by a continuous
background, fisc large biclgroiail and ©till Inadequate resolution
prevented observation of the detailed shape of tbs particle groups.
Only th© positions of the particle $ewp peal® mm given*. Hi© onset
©f the X*7-Msv group was given a® 1*56 I%v in excitation. energy,
which in th© light of th® raer® recent data implies a rather poor
energy calibration for this experiment®
Following these resalts, spectra of scattered proton fro© Be^
mm observed with th© Rico Institute armular magnet? from the ground
state through the 2*k3 Mev state. Proton spectra were observed for
several bombarding ensrgtes between. k.6 and 5*3 Her, and duo to tbs
dsstga of the issagpetlc sp©e^*c«tsr the scattering angle ms restricted,
to within *i>pr©xi»teSy 10° of 1B0°* Th© Q-valucs for the two ©salted
states tier© measured tilth high precision to b© «*1#67S & 0*<X>2 UBV
and -2*1*32 $ O.OoU Mev. la upper liMt of 1 kev m® dot for the
width of th© 2»b3 11m state* By utilising the high resolution of

2"7 0,U L.H. Gossett,
tm dr* and. B* i* Inglis, Physical Bmtm M, 0 (1955).
G* 0* Phillips, J* P* Schlffer, amP* K* Windham,
$

Physical HOT&BW IDO. 203 (1935).

the spectrometer* the 1.7-Mov proton group m® revealed to have m
ssyssaatrlc shape* with the proton-yield siting fro© backpSKsai at
the neutron throshhold to the peak is approedasetely one. third the
energy dte^fsroroe of the drop frees Urn peak to background os the high
eroitatisa energy side#

ffes aspMtrie shape of the proton group

at 1*7 Hw citation energy pit© the sharp cutoff of the group at
the neutron throshboM- ©affected that this. group saay not bo due to
an. ordinary* ©tats in B©^* Energetically a fro©-neutron say bo * pres*
disced for iti© ©mitaiton energies corresponding to this group* At
that teas thro® processes were considered to ctfslain the broad a»
Sfraaatrle particle dtetritoabiosi
BO^3

(1) a iuo stag® process 8e^(p*n)B9(p)

(8) three-fcofy break \xos 7k*?(p3pn)B&®s nut (3) inelastic scattering

to a state near tee matron ihreshhold is Be^*
fho two-stag© Bo^ (p5n)

(p )Bo® process was ruled oat by observing

proton spectra for ®«©ral bombarding energies*

SI© teborotery sasr^

of the 1*7-Mev proton group did not change in a immmr consistent with
the two-stag© process* ?h0 high background of tfe® Gossett mpm’&sm&Q
introduced large- statistical errors in tee leading edge of the particle
group* thereby allotting only a linear fit to it*

Hence a unique

decision coaM not be ©ads favoring the throe-body break up*

fhs

third process reminfd capable of fitting the data with a Broii-Wigner
resonance shape when the effects of. barrier pstseteation of the neutron
near ihreshhold were considered*
- I-fegnetic analysis® of the alpha-particles and the deuterons
fro© the reactions Be' (oL # ed )Be^ and 3o^(dsds )B©^ both revealed an
8 ?# K* Basmssen* B* W* fan©rs 1* B» Sawpson* and If* 0* Gupta*.
Physical Review .100* 8|1 (1955)* .

0

o

anomalous particlo group at about 1*75 lev a&eitation energy la Bo-*
An attempt me add© to fit tine anesmly in the deuteron spsctftas by
considering a neutron-Be® fiiml»©tete interaction with (1) pare
potential scattering and (2) pure resonance scattering*

A third

theory consisting of a ’costetesiioii of uneorrelated ihre©~hody break
up and a state la Be* at

%*fk $

0*1 Heir ms considered*

However at

loner dsuteron onorgieo the third calculation accounted for only about
0*6 the experimental results*

The theoretloal curves from the final-

state interactions were both capable of fitting the observed dpeofrumj
hence a choice between potential and resonance scattering interactions
eouM not be mds*
9

B©ete2isa% ot al* f perfortisd tssgmaMo analysis of the aloha**
particlo groups from B^Cd,
Bo^{p,p* }Bo^*

d )i©^

and of tec proton groups from

& addition.'to softening the states at 2*h3 Msnr and

3.0h Mey, the anomaly at 1»? lev was f itted by considering an S»mv®
potential scattering of ths iwmtrc® by Be® with no interaction between
the

emitted, charged particle and

either

the

neutron or

the Be

nucleus*

ft© (p,pn) date were fitted well for a scattering length of 20 feral®j
however, this mine is too large for the B^(d, ain)Bo° date and
disagrees with the value of 13 feral® obtained for the (d,d&5 date
B

of Rnssaissen *
a state at 1*8

Even these date did. not mil© out the possibility of

Mm

in Be^„ but the authors

such a state

uhXUsaly*
Sumers-Gill^0 analysed inelastic scattering of 12»M©v protons,

9 0* K* Bostelmas A* teveepo, and W* M* Buaohnar* Plsrsical Bevies? 10k*
\0i (1956) o
10 Robert 0* Smsrsrs-Qill,. Physical Umim 109, 1591 C1958)*

at tes neutron teroehhold ’was observed but

m

\tm

decision

jaad© a®

to whether te© mohznim mugomlhl® mu a 1*.? lev state ©f her or
a tereowb©^ break up*.

.

- Tii© final te© papers which have considered tee anomaly reached
diaisotsdteXly ©pjotite conclusion© regarding this %teteM * Th® earlier

paper* by ICllsr* oonolndod that a state' indeed cncisted at @pp?caei««ssately 3.*?$

Mm M

of §* or 4*5 with

©saltation energy with a probable spin and parity
being th© wm favorable choice*. fids paper

used new iriolasteeally scattered deuteron date and the Old 8e^(p*p*\)£e^

and B^£d*te)B®9

recorded by Boetelmn^*- ft# data iwe fitted

by bote par© potential»soatt€a?inf and pure reson&fjoe-ssattaring
final-state teieracilong; bote fits isoly tee oxistenc® of an Swstete
in

BzP near tea neutron

tereshhold*

The latter p&pars by Sponsor <gt al*

o
a

advanced tee theory of

attributing tea aaoaaly entirely to a spatial-localisation effect*
teas dismissing the seotisity for a state In

sear tea neutron

teresliiiold, Site paper attempts te explain th© l#7»lfer anoa&ly by’
tee ©BBS inode! used to explain tee lari© differences in tee P's of
JUO

wt higher mirror states*

to fit tee !#?«4ier anosaly in tee inelastic proton opoctews froia a
target with a tote! 8«r* thlclsies# of about 30 key*

fho theoretical

curve had a somewhat sharper peak tean tee date but tee discrepancy
ws incomlusivo*

However* tee spatial*lo^lisation effeet

11 Daa tf« Miller, Physical Bevim? 10$, iMf (1^8)

6
in the donsity-of-atatca femails® lias been successfully used to

axolain the alpha-particle and deutorcm spectra from the reactions
B^Cpj)

)ie® and S@^ (p,d)Be® for excitation energies in Be® from

sero to about & Mcv*^

The date, fro®. ell the ®^@2di«ats Just discassed were obtained
with targets whoso energy thicknesses were at least 20 to 30 letr#
tSias data, shoeing greats detail as a function of scattered particle
energy* wore needed to- diceriMsate het^en the two ssajor theories
of the l«f*4im anomaly* Rime the Sice University magnetic spsctr©»
iseter is a lte#«baolp*mjiiid, tiigh^rcsolatioa apparatus, th© tech of
gathering better data, cm the

- anoaialy tma undertaken#

fills jam data, along with its analysis, will be presented
in this thesis# Also the physical iaterpretation of the density*
of-statos theory aid the theory1® application to this anomaly will
bo discussed#

IS S* ii# Beckner, 0# If* donas, and. 0« C« Phillips* fo be published*
Physical Review (19&1)»

9
XX*

Theogy
The general reference for this section is the paper recently

tnMished by Phillips ©t &1*^ Consider the nuclear reaeticm

a + A—> D*

•—*

b + B + O,

(i)

uhere a is the bombarding particle* A is the target nucleus* &<■ is the
ao&pound nucleus, b is the emitted parfeie3% B is the residual rateXems*
and % is the energy released in proceeding from a*A t© b*B*

M the

residual nucleus 8 has a definite internal energy, then for a given
bombarding. energy of particle a, the relative energy. of b * B is
urdqaoly determined#

The nucleus B has a definite internal energy

if B can be described as a system having sharp energy eigenvalues*
IOCOTOTJ

if system B is in an castable stab®, tins transition probability

for the reaction
C + C+Q2

(2)

can be described is terms of the decay half life 7"or in tsrsa of the
energy tdUlth of the state* P*

Pand

T are conjngate variablea,

hence the ffeisertserg raieertainty principle applies giving

nr P ~ ^

(3)

However* if reaction (2) is .possible the proper description
for the total reaction may bo

a+ A -*• P*—> t> f

c. +

C+ (ct,+ Q<.) CM

or

0Z

d -t A

c. ~t

C'-t

6J>3

<$)

c/—> b+ c -ho,.
%fasat9 %

4

%

18

%

+

%•

Oi) is called. & three-body pro¬

cess and the energies of b, c, and G are not uniquely determined by the

10

boarding energy of a* Reactions (1) and ($) am sequential tmo»
body decays of the eammxsd nucleus D * fit© roquire&oui that reaction
(1) be a valid description of the process is that particle b mot
1mm the region of interaction in a iism snob shorter than the exit
ties of particle cj £«$• particles c &M C must remain localised
in space until b is outside the rang© of interaction* Seactdon (5) is
ntellasr to (X) tilth the roles of b and c interchanged* inaction (Is.)
is the proper descripMon if the system breaks up in. sow manor
Internedlate betneea these tec stress©* Ibis interasdiats descrip*
Mon implies that both b and e leave the region of interaction at
approaiteiisXf the mm Msao*
for the case of an ntieorreXated three-body break up the yield
of a given type of parMclo is roughly proportional to the sejaar©
root of tte total energy avtilabie to the three particles* this is
essentially eosf^able to three free Millard balls flying apart
after a collision# Such on xuicerreXated thx*ee-bocSy break up was
proposed as the mechanism rospaaoibl© for the l*?4&v anomly in
B©^ by Gossett ©t al®^> but better daia^*^ have shewn that the
umorrolated break up is incapable of accounting for the shape of the
aacmiy*
%h© asset stop would be to consider a rasdifisd three-body
break up in which seta© sort of interaction ©gists between tsio of tb©
particles* say © and Os thus fairing the ©soap# of particle b with
energy near the total energy available to the system* this jao&tfled
s^chanlssi is Intermediate b©tw©n reaetioiis (1) and (h)* for the
case of the B©^ sisoaaly at 1.7 lev the correlated throe-body break
up is generally accepted as the best* and perhaps the only reasonable*

31
jaechanisia to emlain the shape of the scattered parted© yield verst*©
scattered partible energy*

Htesmrer the exact rsechaclsa responsible

for tho correlation is the subject of present disagreement*
Boskelsan ot al* and Killer
g

introduced an intsrectioa

beteeen 8© and the neutron eoissisiitJg el* pur© 8*mv© potential*
scattering or pure S*ttaye reeoaa'»e*seatt©ring#

they nor© able to

fit their data by aasmaing a scattering length of 20 fords*
largo scattering length incited the @sU§tem© of

m

this

8*sia,te sear the

neutron threshholcl energy#

Is. opposition to this Spencer et al*® fit date frost tho lie©
Institute 100° sssypotie eg
oalcnlatien*

sals® a d©adty*©#**#tate©

This fit assessed that no interaction, da© to a potential,

assisted beteeea tho B©^ aid Square neutron, or- at least the interaction

ms small. The correlation use explained as a spatial localisation
effect*
To develop tee dereity~of«otatos formulation the cross section

#

for the decay of X) by reaction (I) Bust be considered*

In. tele

reaction S is loft in a discrete state and the cress section for the
dressy to that state, given by Phillips oh al*^, is

*7U>

-v^ii

j< *+K £bh 1 A+O,£ayf

jA+afB&> » initial state vector,

tihere

Jl*b|i^> « final state vector,
fl* ® interaction Haailtenian for reaction (1),
Eg » energy ©f ©citation of syotes B,
kas

*» mve irateere of particles a and. b*

for a .master of discrete states in B the cross section say be written as

">

(e ) =

»

\<^>Eb\KUta,Ba>jar(^

(?)

iftisr§

J*(lg)

is a generalised d®si%«®f*8tabes function given by

(8)

f(E0) = £ cf(B-£n)
Sow a reaction Ijatmsediaie baburon (1) and Oi) raay.feo
considered*

In this o$s$ the state® of B my he considered seal*

stable end. a modified density function must be used*

f* (Ig)

dan

no longer be considered a w of </""function® bat Mil bo a smoothly
vmryisis faaeticaa of th® energy Eg*

In the energy region shore

particle b ha# most of th® energy available for three-body break up,
the aystea 1 laay be considered to fe# produced in a localised decaying
state because of the limited ©nsrgr available bo the constituents
Of B#

%

flim according to Phillips jgt al» »

w

ff the transition

probability, rate W(®*0)# of prodding particle

b

with energy 1% is

multiplied by the lifetiise f(%) for decay,of the localised system
S tilth energy

•» E^), then wC%)f (%) In Just the desired

transition probability«fl

If this statement and equation (?) nr© true

then there is a very close relation between. T(B*Q5 art ^(Eg)*

If

s and G of- reaction (2) arc free particles after a small separation!
i,®„ if the range of force® between c and 0 are short, then B say b®
excited into a continuum of states*

Assuming the matrix e&amn,t in

equation (?) is independent of 1^ lilies that the functional
dependence of the yield of b versus

is determined by /'(In)*

Phillips ot al*^ derim three forms for
apply to a different physical process*

esoh of which

fhe first fossa is

-Pg(e£^^ dEB[cfx(Ee)^te^^]
where

jl

i9)

» angular smentus hustser from partial wave analysis,

^ (fig) « total

puma

shift of © ♦ C scattering at energy Eg*

15

*)" tan ' [ te

fg

Vj2 (k,a) « regular Coulomb mm function,
G^,(k3a) « irregular Cmiloab way© function,
k « way© nuraber of toe c * C scattering,

a « raditis characteristic of the spatial localisation
(on the order of a few fernis)#
Si® />{%) should be of general validity and wsuM be expected to
give a good fit to jmrtiols spectra «hsa <^(Sg) and ^(Egja) are
known as a fraction of energy*

Unfortunately the o^*s ore sot knewa

*«<(

ar@ acting tetoesn. too particles, then the cf (Eg)*s can be found
fro® the scattering of on© particle fro® the other to be

to the spatial localisation discussed earlier*

this aspect of the

theory is different from any previously developed, such as that of
Watson^, Bockolmj'r*, and Millor^”,,
The second form of
fowl given in equation (9)»

is a opecialiaation of the general
Instead of no interaction ( 0), if

c^(E0) is mm considered to be duo to a resonance capable of being
described by the single level dispersion theory then toe phase shift

(11)
t'x "

i
ti '

iC

*"

L.

% Fi

f

-£j]

f K/(fu+<a;b f
~ V/3J[ (f/Ajp /d

15 Kenneth 8* Watson, Physical Review 80, 1163 (1952)»

Ill
with

f&

and V^ihe reduced width* Thus by asmsslngg

and ^

are slowly varying with E, the densiiy-of-statoo function oan bo

^je(^s)' P^)

03)

where Pg » /*A~p • Howevers thia fora will not be considered further
sines the central purpose of this thesis is to investigate tho appli*
eatility to the

9

of Bo of deiisii^of-states funetiQns

which do not ass«® a state*
Still a third form of /'‘(Eg) which holds for
potential of c * 0 scattering is given as

central

^

f- iP,f('i$-2£f-)z/'?2(irrt‘)
where k *

MS.

For an S««a»@ neutron A **

l

9

(Hi)

lea*

equation (1U5 becceses

Wii^1 dK

s //7 ZCtf-H*)]

^ 2*
Specifics calculations using these J°(E„) have been

(15)

in section V,

WLm ttoorjmntal Pro®mSM

to© data fop tois thesis were c&XSmimi by using the Mo®
Waimmi.ty S,S~Mev Van*4e«Qraa££ ©leeitostotl© particle accelerator
to conjunction with an annular mgaot used as a 160° sssagnotic spectreMtar*. She incident tea© of 5*€Mter proton m& bent torou^i 90°
by an analyaing magnet to position beneath toe' vertical acceleration
tube* fhebean ms ooUimted fey too sets of alitoj one set above
to®' mgmt sni, a set of rapOaMm slits below* to addition to toe
salts- toere mm too set® of ssMsss to aid to totomtaAng the trajectory
of to® bean through toe srngnot* Mith each controls* toe analysed bean
has m energy spread of «pj»$psato3y #0S$* i»o* 2*5 tor to 5*0 !imr* ■

to expsrtosnts pestfonMd previously this. beam imMtotoly
entered toe specte^ter fro© to® analysing magnet* toe ss^gnato

mm to close pvodidtBr which produced scots distortion of boto
fields and introduced errors into both to® beast energy and toe energy
Of to® particles analysed by too spectre®®tor. Although these errors
had been assail* they have no® boos olisatoatod by stovlng to® working
peslttoa of to® spoetrossetor# to® primary purpose of too relocation
was toc-foM# First, toe number of mit ports for to© accelerated
bom was Increased fro® on® to three, to Increase to© coiwonienee
and flexibility of sotting up various types of apparatus, to© ferns©
port used for toe present experiment la separate frm too analysing
saagnot ty a eonorete-bloob wall of thickness of about too float and
by a distance on to© order of twenty feet# this separation greatly
decreased too general background of neutrons and ^-radiation near
tost ©agnatic spectrometer* Although this background did not concern

the 'present mKseriaent* this port

ms

the

mat ommatimfc

of the three

and offered the advantage already ©rationed: of separating the tee magnate.
fiie initial alignment of the apoetraiater ®f more difficult
because the beam was bent through tee 2G°-bending magnets and was
refocussed by a set of electrostatic lenses*
mat was accomplished

for

Hesevor mm the align-

each eiperitssiital mm this pert offered no

■greater problems than the old port.

Bmm intensities of up to about

h aiereaisper©® "mm attained for protons. . Bernal b®m intensities
used wa apprcndmtely 1 to 2 idoi^aBpesras.
the target and scattered particle detector were on opposite
ends of a dianater and in the focal plans of tee annular aagnet*
This utilised the first order focusing jnfaperty of particle trajectories
in & uniform magnetic field.

The magnet was described in detail in the

theses by Faisalaro3^* Gossett3''** .and Spencer3^.
of tlio spaeiremter follow,

The general features

the incident teas was collimated by a

vertical and an horizontal pair of adjustable slits iasasdiateSy before
entering the itegnot.

The vacuum tube in the magnet gap contained several

fined slits and baffles for tee purpose of reducing internal scattering
from the metal of the apparatus.

This slit system wm tmmmzy to

produce the low background date presented in this thesis.
Although tee spectrometer has been referred to as-a 180°
scattering device* tec actual scattering angle my vary from about
1?0° to 190° •

The angle was manured by locating the .position on

the target and one other position of the incident beam.

This other

position was determined by electrically centering a travelling elit

Ik K. F.

.

Faisulara* Pb. B. Thesis, Rice Institute (1952).
Fh, 2 Thesis, llice Institute (1955).
16 8. 8. Spencer, 1%. 8* Thesis* Rice Institute (1958).

25 8* 0. Gossett,

1?
on the hem*

The target position ms adjusted to the proper target

spot by electrical measrarasaents on the target holder.

A tantalum

slit mounted on the target holder my bo positioned at th© desired
position in the magnet gap by too aluminum shims*

The magnet say-

bo translated or rotated with respect to its has®} thus th® magnet
say he positioned such that the two positions measured. above will be
acceptable.

The Incident beam passed through the thin target and into a
Faraday cup from which th® incident intensity ess ©assured*

The

scattered particles traversed one half of a circle .end registered
on th© detooter, a camera containing eight photographic plates*. the
photographic plates provided positive identification of each particle
track and produced greater resolution than my other detector
available*
Itaolear track plates of the TIford 1*1 type with 25**sdcron

emulsions wore mod* The plates wore of normal isdcroscope sise* 1 x
3 inches} however they were cut to 1 x 1.5 inches for use in the magnetic*
sj^teosster camera*.

fh© plates were developed for 20 to 25 minutes

in B*19$ then washed in flowing* chilled water for 10 minutes* During
this wash each plate was carefully wiped fro© of tab marks and other

extraneous material m the surface so that no particle tracks mm
obscured*.

The plates ©ere next acid fixed for at least 35 minutes*

teen flashed again in flowing* chiHest water sot less than hS rdimtes#
Th© wash mter must bo imlatelasd at a lower temperature than teat of
tee dotrolopar aid the fixer to prevent separation of tee emulsion

frod tee glass backing, acd consequent loss of tee data*

The scattered petioles struck the photographic plate at an
angle of 12*5° £rm the surface of the plate* this grassing angle
enabled the use oi 2$ s&sarm emulsions ratter than emulsion thicknesses
of the order of 100 microns* resulting in lees developing tii» and
tens© in lass chance of daroagiug the plates .during the development*
This angle also provided easier particle identification since the
tranks wsr® nearly perpendteular to the direction of viewing in the

scanning microscope* During the expomsm of the plate a sharply
eolXimted light line was projected on the ii&oard end of the plate*
where inboard scans toward the center of the isaguat*

The islsrosoopo

objective lenses available for scanning the plates wore 2$x and IGSGJ
and the 2$m Ism ms used throughout the present exper&zsnt* The
©ye«pi#ee Ions is l(te*

The stage holding the plate had thro© degrees

of freedom* trite vernier aM nterosater scales on .the two horizontal

degrees* Tbs plates am seamed in strips *200 x 10 sxs* parallel to
th© Hfpt line* xfaopa the distance fwaa the center of tee strip-to tee

light line is designated ns^* Ibis distance lies along the disinter
betasesn the latest aim! te© piste* All the particles of « type la

such a strip have tee ssas energy to within tee wg width oor»
responding to *2j?0 «»,* which for a scattered proton energy of 1,0
Ifev is about 1*3 lev#

The radius of curvature f* of the magnet is 2 f • 2% * % '
where 2R0 is the distance from the light line to tea inboard edge
of the incident boast* This distance ms raesusured by comparison -site

m invar bar, which has scribe marks at the ©ads* This ter has
teen ©ospored with a secondary taster standard calibrated by the national

Bureau of Standards. The comparison technique is described in detail
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by Gossett^*
the filld strength of the magnetic speetrosater «s smiiored
by a proton mgn&tomtex’ with it» prob® placed at a specified constant
position In the ajsa&sr gap. This position ms narked on the magnet
so that the probe could be repositioned tilth accuracy* Hie probo ,
consisted si m hydrogenous material s-arronntei by an SF coll and. an
ffelniholts coil, When the KF coil had poster fed to - it at & frequency
©«pal to the %mme. frequency of protons for the magnetic field at the
jrob% power me absorbed by the saeple, When poser ms absorbed the
Q for the circuit changed* and n signal ftm this change ms displaced
upon an oscilloscope, the HeMiolts coll provided a 60-cyole mKtoX&tion
of tbs mgastic field and served on3y to provl.de the ©aolll&seop©
display of the absorption signal. The fre<p.eney of Hie W coil was
measured hgr «a I«rlitt-I^cted. frequency stater* finis the lareor
and- the aagnstie field oould be determined at.this point*
Somvar* for this position to be used during m estperimciital mm* it
mast be located in Hi© @B%3 &my from the vacates tab©* The scattered
particle® never passed even near,this posttlonj house ®o©§ relation
between Hi© field strength at this position said the strength at
points along tip particle trajectory had to be found, fhts relation
use moraral MjqpwimpitaXlar by reswing Hi© vaomes tub© and ^probing Vm
fi^bd®, i«@* by actually measuring Hi© magnetic field strength at
15° intervals betseen the target position and the detector and at Hi®
position used during experiments* From these measured values an
inteogemity correction mas calculated as a function of field strength.
This corrcotion ms expressed as a frequency correction to be added
to the frequency of the standard^position magnetometer* Because of
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hysteresis in th© iron of th© sagnot* the sarn® ItoOKOgenoIty correction
applied to a given field only if that field wm approached in tits same
maaer each i&a®* fh© nonaal paling procedure for the 8p©oira®eter
WM

to set th© uaguet at smxiwaa field strength and to decrease th©

field to to© desired mine* The iahor^enaity corrections for the
present data are given in fable II*

Tit© $?s®th0d of ©alculiiiing: this

©©motion ms.described briefly by Gossett*** and in greater detail by
Hartre©^*
Thin Be^ targets, varying in thickness frm about 1 feev to
about 60 kw for the ground stats proton scattering with 5*0 !fev
incident energy $ were used in this espariaient* Beryllium saetal w&e
evaporated onto carbon foil backing® *a©»t©d on. braes target blanks*
The energy thickness of th© carbon foil Making ymn unknown and of m
interest so long as it was thin enough that to© clastic scattering
frea C*2 ctkl not overlap th© ground state or the mmw&iy of Bs^«

.

The clastic scattering energy formula for 160° Is

shcre B-j •» incident energy of ia in to© laboratory* Eg * scattered energy
of m in th© laboratory* !! ■» mss of scattering nucleus* and a *» sms©
of scattered particle* Thu® for E1 » 5*0 Kev the elastic scattering

ftrns the total energy thickness of to© carbon looking, mst b© 1m®
than about 380 key* For

• 5*0 Ifev toe protem energy corresponding

to the anomly is about 1.88 Hwj hence the elastic protons from
carbon will not obscure either group of interest for energy thicknesses..
17 Eartree, Proceedings of the Cambridge toiloeophlcal Society 21* 7h6
(1923). ' '

fable II

Standard Position
Ifegoatoseiar

Frequency (sac./sec.)
31.1*00
2&.500
23*980
23.1*90
22.970
22.1*?G

Inhoaogonsity
Correction
Cao./bee.)
daah

.021*1*
.0066
*0060
.0057
#0053
•O0l*9

Corrected
Frequency
f0 (iss./soc.)

2li*5066
23*9860
23*li95?
22.f?53
22.1*71*9

less than the above mentioned thielmess*
Thai an acceptably thin carbon backing tiss achieved was evidenced
fey tfcsre being no observed protons scattered fro©

at the %m energies

of interest* Also no other Interfering group# wm seen in the regions
of Interests from approximately 1*6 Her to 1*9 Her and from shout 3*35
fter to 3*25 Rw*
Th® carbon foil# were formed by s,eraeMngw a carbm deposit
impost methyl iodide onto a tantalum racial strip heated electrienlly*
The host both '%raoitedn' .th© methyl iodide ami blistered the carbon
filra on the tantalus* The blistering of the film enabled its vmmml
fvm. the tseisl fay a ranor blade*

This film ties then cut to the desired

©is© and attached to th© target blank with ffitroctsl or label varnish^
th© varnish feeing the batter material because Sitroseal tended to warp
the foil as it dried* These carbon foil© were? then placed in a
vacuum system and BoryHiusi metal was evaporated onto the front,
surface from a tantalasn boat* Th© bask surface ms shielded to
prevent forming a layer of Be^ on it* fue to the tca&eity of BeiyXliua*
■groat ear© was exercised to avoid inhaling any of .th© ratal dust #
fusses fro® the evaporation*
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IV* mta
Tho mm date consisted of the meteor of inelastic protom in
each #250 as 10 m. strip, described in section III, tabulated on
’’plate count sheets” In a column adjacent to the colnran of the positions
of the strips on the plate* the jnicromoter scale- on the microscope
stage seasnred s% the distance, of such a strip from the light Mae*
to© seal© was sot to aero with the light line centered la the rlosing
field*

Protons mm counted in the strips tiher© 0<3t< 15 m* with ss

being Incremented in ©liber .250 m» or *500 sa* steps* The smaller
increment corresponded to counting all the trades on the plat© in the
region 0<x<25

« 10 SEI*| whereas toe larger increment

corresponded to counting half the data and was used for prolisaimry
scanning to judge whether or not toe data on a given plate merited
to© fdosa retired to count all to® data* If toe data looked useful
on to© pmUMmrf scanning, the r&salndLag strips were counted
later.
Each plate ms exposed at a given frequent of toe proton
i®{pttoB©ter* la order that to© sPargy rang© of the proton spectrum
be continuous, toe frequencies of too adjacent plates were ehoaen such
that the aagp©ti© rigidity at x « 1$ BIS* for one of to© plates
appitadbaately equalled to© sspsMo rigidity at x » 0 for the second
plate* tons* to© spectrum should have varied continuously from one
plate to to© nest provided, to© efficiency of to© spectrometer wm
independent of & for

<

0<K -

15 m* to© efficiency was checked, by

*t fj

I* H* Boefener # who found to© efficiency ms agprosdmately constant
10 B* H* Beckner, Private coraunication*
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SOT 0<X<10 ®ts*»

but a correction ©£ ivm *10$ to *20$ ms modes ■

for 10 tm* < x< 15 ®*

The correction used for the ddta presented '

here « +20& and me found to give' tee spectrum the desired continuity
then the number of protons per ©trip was plotted verses piste position*
®he first correction required was to aid 4

• the Mtoso-

geneity eorr@sM,oa3 to the freffaenoy of the spmtmmtm proton
mgmtomtet for each plate," fhu% with the corrected frequencies

the aagcetic rigidity Bp can fee ©alcnlated to fee

B f * 2*3b89 f0 (B0 ♦ m/2)
where f0 is the corseted
previously.

and x haws been defined

Because the scattering did not occur at exactly 100°

a correction for- this angle variattot should fee considered vfammer
the Q-valus equation for 18# is to fee used*
of

However for an angle

the correction to th® energy % tree less than h her*

this

correction has been considered when the threshhoM for the 1«?-KO7
ano®aly was doter&dnsdf bat for th© internal shape of the proton
yields each plate eovcrtd client 80 tear in lg anti a relative error

of

k &ev beteeoa two ad^aeaat plates ms completely

masked fey the

statistics* The corrections to fee applied to find the corrected
scattered proton er&rgy Sg have boon discussed in Appendix A,

the

Q«valu@s of the. loading edge of the 1.7-Mov enosaly have bom tabulated
for tee various fargat thicknesses in fable 111*
fh® target thicknesses were jasasured by two saathedo,

fte first

method consisted of assuring the width at half height of tee -©las**
tieaily scattered proton group#

this seaeoreiaent naturally included

tee resolution of tee apparatus as weU as the intrinsic enor^ thieknes s of the target*

The width, at half height should be used

I i
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vhm calculating resolution, effects on theoretical curves,

Hie relative

intrinsic thicknesses of the different targets were deterslned by
counting the total imraber of protons in the elastic proton groups per
unit beam intensity.

the intrinsic thtoknessos of to© targets hare the

sane ratio m the ratio of toe mate*® of counts per unit incident beats
in to© tec elastic groups*

Since in the thickest target to© pm? cent

difference between too .intrinsic thickness and toe elastic particle
group width is small* to© absolute iatoinsie thicknesses of toe other
targets may be dotominei! to within to© &mm sum11 per cent error as
that ©f the- thickest target,
Five different targets were used for ©bteinirig dataj howver
too results irm only tore® of the target© have boon used in comparison
with the theoretical curves,' the three targets used were ausfeored 32*

31* and 19 with ground-state half-widths of 6.3* 36,1, and 61,2 km
respectively, A thinner target with half-wMto of 2,8 ketr ms not used
because to© data had very poor statistics*

this target had. an intrinsic

energy ttilckasss of about ,9 kov, A second target* having a groundstate half-width of 11#? kev* ms not used because to© ground state
ms aero asywstrio than for to© other targets and because to© peak
of to© anosaly did not apes tilth that sspoetod from consideration of
too remitting targets,

Hi® shape of too anomaly agreed reasonably

well with toe shapes of to© other targets § however* after scpaalisatiosft
of to© data toe peak of this target had Smmr counts toon ejected by
about 10 per coat,

this ncBPSsaliaatlon consisted of jailtiplyiiifj to©

proton yields of all the targets but 19 by appropriate factors such
that

to©

elastic proton group of each target had too earn number of

protons as tbs clastic group of target 19,

2$

figures XX»Vt ate the initial dafe ire© all five targets
plotted as maabsr of proton tracks per designated strip versus the
mge©tie rigidity of the protons.* These figures include the correction
for the efficiency of the detector* figures ¥XI«*ll ahm the data from
targets 31* 31* and If in this order renorsalised m that the elastic
groups have fee sans total rassibor of particles. Hie constant back*
grounds wore subtracted frost targets 31 and 31 before normalising them.

The various theoretical curves obtained from the foUmting section
tee ten superiBiposcsd m the data of Figures VXX«*H. Comparison
of fee data and theory will b© considered' in the following section,
figure fll shows tm theoretical curves* I being fee curve obtained
from fee density-ef-states theory^ with <£ » 0 for aHj?* and 11 being
the curve obtained from Matson* s theory^ using a scattering wave
length of $Q formis* figures fill and. IX show the theoretical curve

for the density-of-statos theory. All the theoretical curves
include fee resolution effect®.
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V. Application of Theory
I*p&i4ofi (9) of section If gAv@e a generalised douoitfMjf**
states fun.cti.oa /’{Eg}* which sill bo evaluated here for the model,
of Bo® * a neutron. Only J. * 0, i.e. an S-mve neutron vUl be
considered first* Also <5^C%) td.ll bo assumed to be negligible*

fc(£s) - jf ireg 4e(Eg,<&)
where _
^/f llF„(x a)/G„(k a)\.
t= +«r>~
This gives

t

J

(1)

}

fht eoulosb wave functions for matrons’^*®* «S
tjP (k*a) « fea J^Cka)
and (k*a) » * ks n^(ka)
where ^ and a ars spherical Bessel and ffeuig&nii functions respectively*
✓C
Setting
Oi ?0 (!i3a) « sin 1®.
and

{&*&} « cos te
. _

*

*1- \ //~

/if? 7;A

(2)

where^ «* reduced ms® of the neutron and Be® nucleus* the densityof-oiatos function for an S»mv@ neutron and Be® nucleus beeow®

r.(eJ* f^rf.

t3)

this gives the interesting result that the density-of-staies faction
diverges as

Q, i.e* at snsTgioa very close to throshhold* for an

infinitely thin target and perfect resolution the cross section of
inilnBticslly scattered protons corresponding to m excitation energy
of the neutron threshold is B©^ should diverge to infinity! however*
tills dirargeace is integrablo and give® a finite cross section tihen
target thiekn&ee and th© resolution of the ©ijwiiseai are included.
*ttm mmmmm

19 J* II* Slatt and V* F* Heissliopf* Theoretical luslear Physics
(jblm %fil©y & Sons* Se» fork* 1952) 0**1®***'’** l" "m1’''''
20 L* I* Sehiff* Qsimtusa l-lQChan3.es (IlcCIraii-ilill Soak Goaxpsny* Inc.*
Mm fork* 1955) pp» 77*76.

m
Tho stalls of this integration over target thickness end resolution
mo given in appondi>: B*

fhmo theoretical curves are plotted in

figures VI1-XX for direct comparison idth the data,

the carves mm

tmssMzed to the data at the point designated by the arroi? in each

figure*

this omm&Mm shove that the teeoreiical^aurve peaks are

consMerably slmrper than those of the data and also occur nearer the
threshhold*

Those carves obviously leave isoch to be desired In fitting

the data.
The initial assuspiion that no forces mm acting md that the
neutron and Be® cyst®© ms purely an S*mm is seen to be Inadequate*
flic second calculation -will retain the assumption that there are no
.forces betoeen the neutron and the Be® nucleus«, cf ** G for

&XL/J

but nill consider the possibility of m J? ** 1 contribution in
addition to the

0 effect*' fhis vill introduce a second free

part®ter since the ^ *» 0 and^/e 1 contributions will be calculate,
separately and normalised indepeisdontly*

The J. » 1 contribution is

(5)
eaa
w
/

-

/b£7

CfcmMsiing equations (U) and {$) give®

C6)
C7)
Tho tma&mm value of

can bo dotersdnod by finding the value of

(85
^3 '

ct11'
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A value of a — 20 feradss chares

would, have no significant effect

fenais to contribution
agios the 'peak due i©/^ •

*2 Movj herns unless a > 20

Tans equation (9) from section II cannot

sabisfacterily fit the data# if the requirement
even by considering the effect of

for

lg) *» 0 is retained#

1#

As alternate d®sslty»of«atates function is given by equation

(IS) of

section II#

^ » tea for an S**rove neutron and if

« 0 for

all J?,, this equation becomes

fc roaches a smxteasa value for tea * 1*5$ which gives a £ $0 fcrisis
for Eg - *02 !%v but also fives a w£&km{& for Eg twice the Eg of th©
sastoua# Such & ®tnlwa does sot occur in to data# hem© this
function will be dismissed from consideration#
the data from target number 11 nor© fit by applying the final**
state interaction theory of Watson^* Previously Boctelma^ et al,»
and MU®11 used this theory to fit the X*?«8mr anomaly* Their data
required a scattering wave length of 20 feral© which disagreed with
the value of 13 ferric obtained from inelastic deuteron scattering®*
to fit the date of target 11# a scattering length greater than ho
fersis was found to be necessary* The tooroiicsX curve for $0 farads#
including' resolution effects# is ©upevteposed on the data la Figaro ?X1*
For values ©£ the scattering length less teas 50 ferrate# the thcorotlcsl
curves rose too elcirly on the high energy side of to peakf art the
theory gave a broader peak than the date*

It is thought that to

©tli® (Csperinents could have required a scattering length ocsiparable
to to present value if thinner targets had been used* Also with
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thinner targets a scattering length larger than 13 ferrnis would be
expected for the Inelastic cleuteron data®#
fhar® remiss a pcasiMli%* of fitting the data by equation (9)
free* section XI by allowing <^to vary freia cere while requiring o£» 0
for flic ©stood used here will consist of taking the data from
target number 11, which is the thinnest target with usable dataj and
deriving too functional dcpcndcnc© of cQ m k from the data#

fbis

method is discussed in detail kg IMllips ©t ala® and mill be outlined her©#
■

the expression for to© crees^eotion due to a continuous

rang© of states to tense of to© density-of-states formulation is
obtained kg coatotoing ©qnationa (?) aid (9) of section. lit

°-(E')*cJ Kk ffe,[

$

m

Where all quantities independent of the energy, including the square
of hh© matrix ©Isreai,' are grouped into to© constant 0* •

Ooarerting

Ig to It fires, mito a new constant Cs

<r(K)*c

[ cfjA)+ 4.CX;*)] . Oi)

The relation between

and k my be derived tvm toe energy relation

I « ^

EQ^

^

JSpu uhor©

is toe energy of motion of toe center

of mas© of. a •> 8s® in the center of nans ©yatess of p * Be^ said f# is
a
to© total IstoeMc energy in toe center of mss system of p * Be
after toe reaction# The energy relation becomes
z _ 2JnJ±2 jzi—)
/

n

-

fn-f-M L ■ff' ' ( ^ tn-f-Ai)

!<L 1
ZM J

where m *» mss of proton ** mass of neutron => 1 an! M » mss of Be® a 0#
Using these integral values of toe masses, equation (IS) becorsos
^2 _ /£ J4i _ 80
K
- 9
t*81 *k
Equation (11) can b® solved for c£ik)
(k,a) to give

<f0(X>++jK,*):i;

r<*)JA .
«k

(13)

(Hi)

to experimental maw of c~ versus 1 f> $wm target 31 was crudely
corrected for resolution then eeimiurted to cr(k) versus Je to graphically
integrated, to effect of as imprecise resolution correction will be
discussed later* to results of the graphical integration tew teen
plotted in Figure 1, Beeauae fee constant 0 in mpetion (Ik) is
plotted mi an arbitrary stele* toeing fee abooisim
scale a scale for the ordinate in Figure I ms derived by fee following

argument*
Although fee data per&itted fe© attraction of cfi^o only for
0<k £>H5> ferrate*^, fee behavior of <£f^£or larger k can be reason*
ably deduced fro® data from fee other targets* to data within

fee

Units of observation to® feat '^/^variee
as Jc*^ for values of
K

h

k >*10

feus for k >* *10

large k$^-Q fees
giving

a*

*3e&+t)m VO* If for

wl

« l/£h teweror for a neutron * Bo®, d> *> k&

to© 0 « 1/a where a is fee radius of intoraotdon of

a * Be®* Subject to fees© astoptions* fee function <?* can be aided
fe figure ls by using fee coteifeo® ^*>1 for k *

a « constant*

and 4^- dQ+ij) icq* k > *10 fermis*'^* A reasonable value of a would be

M cf*
spproidisately $ fewds* life a « S ftende and <£, # te* a scale for the
ordinate has been teferalned* <£teif also been plotted separately in
Figure X* feds cor©traction tec given a wise of <£ which remains
nsfcrtiv© in fee region of observation to has a maxima®, magnitude of
about 5°,
If fee resolution correction were performed more accurately,
fee peak would be expected fe be somewhat sharper, fete would result

la larger wires otto region .COS^<.OS fsrets-1 sad
leave thej^-y- ^/uiiohanged in fee regaining ranges of k, to net

FIGURE
(SNViavy) IdlHS 3SVHd

31
effect of the mom- accurate correction wouM be to raise the curve
J closer to

for k > *05 ferals"*^*

However -fee v&gnitrade of this

effect would not be great enough to cause an intersection of and
fo within the rang® of observation. Si© mstiaim asgnitads of cf would bo
decreased: somewhat and too shops of too carve cf versus k would be only
slightly affected with <f0 ©till romlMng negative over too rang©
«1
0 < k < *15 ferais • Tli© physical Interpretation of such a phase shift
trill, bo discussed in section VI*
The possibility esdsts that $0 may actually intersect to© curve
(Jj-f-fiJiM the region 0<: k< *10 fersls”^.

If to© value & ~ $ fsrrais is

retained such an intersection will change toe ordinate ©cal© such tost
c[-bj>0 rise© considerably more rapidly*

Under such an assumption

c£

starts at scro, goes ©lightly negative toon becomes positive within to©
region of obsorvatios* Depending upon to© value of k at which to©
intersection of 40 and occurred* an S*state would b© indicated
Bmmimm in to© region *05 < k < *3 fermis* * Tim peak of to© anomaly
would be ©sheeted to occur at to© resonant energy of such a statej
however to© present c^eriiaoniaX evidence strongly indicates that
to© p©a& occurs at to® threshhold or within approximately 5 ksv of
the toroshhold* Bgnoe, to© seal© shown in figure X is considered to
be a reasonable representation of to® physical situation*
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71* Conclusions
In section ?, two theoretical explanations of the anoraaly in
the inelastic proton spectrum at an excitation energy of sgpmimately
1*7-B©v wro considered *

One theory^ mmsmd that ©Iteer a pur©

TOSonmice-scattering or & pir© potential-scattering S»wave fiaaist&te interaction existed between the neutron and Bo®, which result

itm the break up ©f Be * Such m interaction tspiies the existence
of m S-state near the neutron threshhoM of B©^« A scattering
length greater than ho f©r®ts was found nesessary to fit the data
in tills thesis* However, this theory does not consider the additional
effect of spatial localisation upon the three body break up* Although
this theory as it stands is capable of fitting all the known data in
the 1 *7-Jf©v region, it smms teat this theory neglects, an effect which
is physically significant*
fhe second theory^9 ^ explained tee cnoaaly as being due to a
spatial localisation effect, which use discussed cuaatitatircly in
tanas of th© density-cf-stetes Correlation* A ©mil negative phase
shift efims found to b© sufficient to explain tec shape of tee aficiaaly*
According to Schiff^ a negative value of

indicates teat the potential

is repalsiv#* Such a r@pjls.ive potential txmM be expected in tomas
of tec shell aodel* la tee Be® nucleus tee ground, stats has a com¬
pletely filled %*& unclear shell* Sene© tee S-way® free neutron
fowsd by tee break up of B©^ is not allowed to penetrate into tee
region in tee Be® nucleus where tee 1-3 nucleons exist* For the low
relative eneror of this neutron and Be® te© psuli exclusion principle
demands that the spatial overlap of tee 1-3 and 2-3 neutron wave
21 Schiff, pp. 107,108*
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functions toe sffisll* St© repulsive potential indicated toy the phase
shift ©hern in Figure 1 can to® attributed te tee exclusion principle
re«pii*offimtat* As the relative energy of the neutron and Be® increases
tee $*& state of tee shell node! is approached and hence <f sill
©mutually becoa© positive* Thus# "tee second theory is also capable
of fitting tee exporlr«antoal date site reasonable, value© of cf#
Bote theories have been found capable of fitting tee data?
although tee first theory ignores tee spatial looolieation effect
teioh ia almost certainly present# In order te decide between these
tee teeories eiteer Independent tatM&adge of <£versus k or Ifflowledi©
of tee aagzdtude of the wtrtx element occurring ia tee donsity-ofstates theory would to® required* tee matrix element cannot bo
determined experimentally! and <£, usually determined by elastic
ft

ft

scattering of neutrons from Be # cannot be found because Be is
unstable* tens there exist tMO contradictory theories, each capable
of explaining tee dataj and neither can te discarded until tip
laportsan of spatial leoolle&tifln Is tocsin* te© density-*of«*atates
tested has wavtad very well la explaining tee lev energy particle
spectra §mm tee reaction and le^(p#d)le®j thus
suggesting teat spatial localisation te quite important at least in
sea© cases* An wqpvrlMRt te presently being conducted te determine
tee magnitude of this effect* Protons Srm, tee reaction

vUl be observed in the energy rang© corresponding te an excitation
energy in Q® near

te®

ihreshhold of

C^U

o12 ♦ n*

o/ean be determined

fro© elastic scattering of neutrons from C12, teen be coshered with tee
values of cTroquirsd te fit tee date from fi^°{«L#p)0^#

3h
m,

Appenflfae

A# Bata Corrections

In section If the t^vsltses of the leading edge of the XvMto*
tsaossaly wore tabulated for tee vssrimm target©«

First tb© mine of

'tfe© a^.tted*»jfflrtiole energy Bg Bust be detemitteKi#

&a apprcodiaate

value of the es&tt^-particXe m&rgy Bg“ is found frogs f0 essby

i[-A (-fofJz
iftere f0 « fflagnatassotor tm^rnby corrected. for iohowipaeiby,
e

2^2*x f

\/%>)

f%* ®0 * s/2s ®od A « /o*y

( TTT/

’^®r© m « chars© of the

■e&iited parcels, a » urns© of tee emitted particle, ^» gyromgnotic

r

ratio t&tfaout diamgmtic #orr^tio% and e/a * charge to mss

o

ratio for a proton#

!

th© energy Sg' laast be ©orrsoted for tee effect©

before it is suitable for as® in tee Q-vaisto equation for ISO0
reactions#

fh© energy smsfc be corrected for the relativistic affect,

giving a new value !*>»
€*

lg* « Eg* » (Ef)2/Smz
where e » velocity of light, m » nase of the etaltted partide, and
H ** mss of tec rasMcd nucleus*

ftae energy Eg* susi also be

corrected for tee angular deviation fro® a 180® reaction#

The most

convenient jssteod of calculation, of §»val«ae is to as© tbs Q*vs3»©
equation for a fixed, angle of ISO® cat adjust the value of Sg*.

fhis

is possible because tea partial© trajectories do not differ greatly
from 180®#

fh© corrected anerfgy Ig- is g:

where

E^ AE --

with

*■

*****
/1

» incident particle energy and «:«*

of deviation fro®

%
180°»

She angie is detcrolusd in radians toy the geonstry of tha

slit system of the magnet*
.

—/

-i-

—/ /

X(

.

d

n

sr^ -fd7^}

^

* An\- ?(K^jy

iftocrc d 9 distance frosi the traveling slit to the target,

of wratm of Incident particle in the magnet*

radius

» % » V*!*

actual.■ reading of micrometer on the traveling slit, and r0 » constant
of the sjKjctroseter* However graces of «: versus idernmeter reading
are used to' find

rather than the show- equation*

% using these formulae a eofcreeted value of % sasy toe obtained
for ns© in the Q-value equation

provided

is Iowa*

So knegn approMaiely* tout a better vain©

' can toe obtained toy considering the elastic psrMol© group# lg is
determined for fee leading edge of the elastic group and % is cal*

culated irm the Q-valnt tqsmtioa for Q « 0# Slid equation tate©
the form Sj » [(m *

2

HI)

/(H « m)2 J lg for 160° scattering#

is

the some for tooth the elastic and the inelastic groups; h©se% Q can
be found for the leading edge of the 1*7*MQV anomly*
' flora are listed tfio values of constants a©sti«»d sbovet
" Z.G7S~22 X/o* 5-ecT/ gauss'*

£ = 9. r7 3f- xso* e<m*.
$ -= 2-, & ^

f X / o ^ ■£■€>*-

2d - I.GO2-&7Y/0
trt -l, Oo7 iT*? C

yi ~ 9.0/2 3S'/

Z

'° e.<V?

jppot’ofts
M,

d.m.u.

Ct.rr?M.

c - 2.SS73ze X/o/0 C./7?. eecT.'
d - 2.^>7G
fo<^/r&s

2X0 - & 9> . 33 Go c/77.
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B# Hold Correction© for target thickness
la cmet&em 7* the calculated cross section for an infinitely
J

thin target and perfect resolution UKB found to divergo as Bg*«#
tfmfover there m® tao predwilsani effects which mist ho comMored
before suspiring the theoretical curves to the data* In the case
of the divergent cross section* all the particles at a given sharp
emitted particle energy left tine residual nucleus tilth a sharp value
of excitation energy# this results f'mm the kinematics of bti<©
scattering# If no other effects are present there is a one-to-one
correlation between oner©? of the residual nucleus end the
«aaitted particle energy# Wsmmr$ M the target has a finite width
then the scattering can., occur adhere between the front and back
faces of the target* Because there is an energy loss associated with
a particle traversing sailor* m ©sattbed particle of given measured
energy could have left the residual nucleus with an energy «©triQt©d
to a .given energy rasps but not to one sharp value# the width of
this ©nsrgy rouge depends upon the thickness of the target# the.
theoretical calculation of the ores© section docs not Ms© into
account the target thickness nor the resolution of the apparatus#
Hi© tsperfect resolution of the apparatus is ©stressed ae m uscer«
taSaty in the energies measured and is due principally to the finite
width of tb© slits in the spectrcsatsr* This beam width correction
and the target thickness offset nm included in the calculations as
averages over the mmgy ranges mentioned above#

Hi© details of the

calculation ar© described hero#
ft© beam spot os the target has a finite width of approsdmteiy
0.? m*$ which results in a 0#7 m• spread on the photographic plates

of particles with a sharp emitted partial© energy. For toe inelastic
protons herein considered* which haw a laboratory energy of about
1*8 lev, the 0*7 ESS*’ spread corresponds to an energy spread of 3*7 key*
too following syabole trill be usedt
E-i « li»Ment proton energy at front face, of target*
Eg » scattered proton energy at front face of target*
h« distance into target fmm front £se%

Ejtk) » incident proton energy at h*
Eg(h) » seatl©red proton energy at h*
• » neutron MwmWmM energy « 1*667 ley*

Eg «■ excitation energy above the p*mmd stet© is to©
residual Be^ nucleus*
E

« E.^ * EQ

« relative energy of neutron and Be® in

ttic O€»tor»0£«*iaai3s systes* too energies arc all' expressed in Serf
to® units of h tiill be dismissed later*
FTOES

toe density»of*etatos function dismissed in section F*

the differential proton yi®M &y(Esli) for ® differential target
thickness is given by
d^Clsh) * fl

dh for E>0 CD

( 0

for 1 < 0*

where S contains totoasity of incident bee% transition ssatrix
©l«snto» and factors of y# H* and radius a of the Be® ♦ n syctoa*
Since

^ toe Q-vslns equation my bo used to give
£>r E fCh)(l- %) ~ (b) (/■/■ %j)~ “ /S' (h)Bjih)

to®*© a » mss of proton*
ard

II » mss of Be^ « sacs of Sc® ♦ n#

(2)
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flies© two ms® nine sy-steias do not hair© identical saseesj however
neglecting this difference does not change appreciably the internal
simp© of the yield curve, which. is the point of interest.
fte fnnstional dependence of y upon the energies E^ and ®g is
desircdj hone© the relation between Ej mid. %(h)s and Eg and Eg(h) or©
required. ^
£,(h) -

~

ot (ey-tj) dt

(3}

wtier© «s(E) is the stopping poser of 3©^ at energy 1* lb© units of
octmH h are such that the suits of «sh are Her* Sine© «:(!} Is
slowly varying, the integral In elation (3) may be replaced by oifi.
VUXBPO

ci is the value of ^(Ej) at % * 5*0 Hsv# Urns

£,Ch) ~ £) -

h

O')

and. similarly

B^ (h) -

^2

-f-

^2.

h

ik)

wfe©re «^®<^(Ig) for a value of Ig « 1.8 Hev. Cabining equations
(2), (3* ), and (It) gives
E - E x - £0

S

~in Ey - “j f’Xe^^h)

(5)

,

By pending tte scpare-root tern and retaining only first poser tense
In h elation. (5) becomes

E ~ A + Bb
Hh«o

/4 - £,(/- %)-Fe0+M)-E°-

-* * = *, f
/?;-']- «*[ % 0*J|j
.
In order to evaluate Bh in ton© of the energy thickness of
the target, Al, for the ground state scattered protons, stopping

($»)
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posers ©sist'te dstomtned for tore© proton ©nsrgiesi $» » 5*0 Kev
(^)# % *

1#

® ^ £ «£)» and Sg * 3*19 Bw (<*)• to© 3*19 Ifesv eoorg$r

to that of elastically scatter®!, protons with an incident ©aorgf
of 5.0 Her. With toe tie© of Beth©* a28 article the feUentog
stopping pothers were detorsinedt

* *0?35 P* ^ « *162 P*

* *109 1* wtara t* to e constant which seed sot he known. the
absolute units ©£ h and, U- arc not important. Bsc total energy
thickness of a given target varies with th© scattered particle
energy* fit© target thicknesses* for elastic protons to less than
^ 1* for inel&atto protons fro® toe 1 *?«*S©!'r amaaly* However the
target thickness H ** jaudnoa h for a given tercet is independent of
the particle energies*, since to©-energy dopeiiSonsa lias been separated
into the ^ toms* for elastic scattering frcsa to® front face of a
target
I2 « C(B^)/(»*o))2 % w CB/10)2 Ij, «(16/2S) %* (6)
For ©las tic scattering frost the back face

% « Ig* «•

II

(7)

» S|« # «; If
end Bg% (16/25) %**
toe target thickness n B is the difference in too scattered proton
energies fra® toe front and back faces* thus
AS

" S2*front * S2*back

■ W2S) \ . £ M [er «.//j- ^ «} ,

^

Sntotltatisg to® valuss of to® o'*a given abcwe into equation (8) gives
A E & ,15? HK* .
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CosMalng equations (1) asset (S1) gives

dh
N sJTTTh
O
«hich,

■for E > o
■for E < O j

npm integration,. beeosses
y = O vyhcn

y
y

•yiiere

(9)

E* < Bz

m

f(-^J ei<Ez<E*
= y(/Mi -JA)
E
#
t
Eg » Eg for E « 0 and b ** 0, and ig » Eg for B » 0 asd b
=

the qaanfclty S issy be treated, as boing iiidependest of

« If#

and lg, and

as having ■tee mil©
BH»- 1,72 A!*

(115

k has the
A' J" E,~ *9 &2. ~ \/EiBk

For the ‘reaction B©^(p,p* )Be^%

Hi© yield YT^jfo? an energy

vain©
#

&2)

Eioasmred by the specirosKsier,

taking 'into account Mis beam v&dth tlf • 3*7 kesr* is given by
iiv.

to)

By asking suitable oppxmimtipns y$-Jray bo aapressed
Y(C^o

Y(£j^y'Ai(£X-W)

m

fallows:

fer E*-fW<£z

(1U)

fof E/V<£z< E/+WJ

[l^z-w)lk-tA

Y( £2)

for £^V ^ < E^ -W^

Y(£z)- N f[A(ecw)]xyfi(|^
x
v

Y(£%) - > ' jy ((X-*YS

*

j

e^<E/+y
w
?c
3 *-/#£.

+[A&X+>Y)+B/>]^

Z^<EI-W.

H* conotiiutoa the only widetcrn&ned parameter# Yfsjw^ be converted
V

i®Y(/>)aa follows*

df/= YCe) d& - Y(p)df
£~ fm j P - /2m £
de

- = -m

ite»a

d

P

~

/W

y(p) -- YCe) /p"

Tm yield V^Jio plotted

(IS)

'

„

TOITOS

C16)
smgnstic rtgidUgr B^o* with

wilts of gaussH3»M--which imy be eeldulated £rm p by

B'P =e = '/I*T
Cl?)
e2or for protons
^ -

/,

/^~

where & is expressed in ¥.sv and Byoia expressed in gimegwja#
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